Our work presented in this paper focuses on the translation of domain-specific expressions represented in semantically structured resources, like ontologies or knowledge graphs. To make knowledge accessible beyond language borders, these resources need to be translated into different languages. The challenge of translating labels or terminological expressions represented in ontologies lies in the highly specific vocabulary and the lack of contextual information, which can guide a machine translation system to translate ambiguous words into the targeted domain. Due to the challenges, we train and translate the terminological expressions in the medial and financial domain with statistical as well as with neural machine translation methods. We evaluate the translation quality of domainspecific expressions with translation systems trained on a generic dataset and experiment domain adaptation with terminological expressions. Furthermore we perform experiments on the injection of external knowledge into the translation systems. Through these experiments, we observed a clear advantage in domain adaptation and terminology injection of NMT methods over SMT. Nevertheless, through the specific and unique terminological expressions, subword segmentation within NMT does not outperform a word based neural translation model.
Introduction
Most of the labels stored in semantically structured resources, i.e. ontologies, taxonomies or knowledge graphs, are represented in English only (Gracia et al., 2012) . Therefore, applications in information retrieval, question answering or knowledge management, that use these monolingual resources are therefore limited to the language in which the information, i.e. terms, labels or metadata, is stored. To enable knowledge access across languages, these resources need to be enriched with multilingual information. This enhancement can enable information extraction on documents beyond English, e.g. for cross-lingual business intelligence in the financial domain (O'Riain et al., 2013; Arcan et al., 2013) , providing information related to an ontology label, e.g. other intangible assets, in Spanish, German or Italian.
Since manual translation of semantically structured resources is a time consuming and expensive process, since it is mostly performed by domain experts, we engage and evaluate the performance of statistical machine translation (SMT) and neural machine translation (NMT) methods to automatically translate the domain-specific expressions. Although automatically generated translations of these expressions is far from perfect, studies have shown significant productivity gains when human translators are supported by machine translation output rather than starting a translation task from scratch (Federico et al., 2012; Läubli et al., 2013; Green et al., 2013) .
Due to the large success of NMT in recent years (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Bahdanau et al., 2014; , we evaluate its the translation performance against the usage of SMT, comparing which method handles better the translation of domain-specific expressions in isolation, i.e. without any contextual information. Within the neural architecture, the encoder transforms a source sentence into a vector representation, which is is passed to the decoder generating the target sentence word by word from the vector representation.
For both translation methods, we translate the labels stored in the ICD (medical domain) and IFRS ontology (financial domain), as well as Wikipedia titles (open-domain) . Since large parallel corpora of in-domain data are not always available, the vocabulary of these resources was translated with translation models trained on generic parallel data only. Furthermore we evaluate how domain-specific expressions, within the same domain, can contribute to the adaptation of translation models to improve the translation quality. At last, we compare the availability of injecting external knowledge into the translation process to minimise the out-of-vocabulary issue. Since the knowledge in ontologies or knowledge graphs is mostly represented in English only, we translate the expressions from English to German.
While using models trained (and tuned) on generic data, SMT showed in general better performance over NMT on the task of domainspecific expression translation. Nevertheless, our experiments on domain adaptation showed a significant improvement of translation quality with the usage of NMT for all targeted resources. Although the results for external knowledge injection show better performance for the SMT approach, NMT nevertheless demonstrates outperforms SMT on translating the ontology labels in the targeted medical domain.
Related Work
Most of the previous work on translation knowledge resources, i.e. ontologies or taxonomies, tackled this problem by accessing multilingual lexical resources, e.g. EuroWordNet or IATE (Declerck et al., 2006; Cimiano et al., 2010) . Their work focuses on the identification of the lexical overlap between the ontology labels and the multilingual resource. Since the replacement of the source and target vocabulary guarantees a high precision but a low recall, external translation services, e.g. BabelFish, SDL FreeTranslation tool or Google Translate, were used to overcome this issue (Fu et al., 2009; Espinoza et al., 2009) . Additionally, ontology label disambiguation was performed by Espinoza et al. (2009) and McCrae et al. (2011) , where the structure of the ontology along with existing multilingual ontologies was used to annotate the labels with their semantic senses.
Furthermore, McCrae et al. (2016) show positive effects of different domain adaptation techniques, i.e., using Web resources as additional bilingual knowledge, re-scoring translations with Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) and language model adaptation for automatic ontology translation. A different approach on ontology label disambiguation was shown in Arcan et al. (2015) , where the authors identified relevant in-domain parallel sentences and used them to train an ontology-specific SMT system.
As a lexical resource, Wikipedia with its rich semantic knowledge was used as a resource for bilingual term identification in the context of SMT. Tyers and Pieanaar (2008) extracts bilingual dictionary entries from Wikipedia to support the machine translation system. Based on exact string matching they query Wikipedia with a list of around 10,000 noun lemmas to generate the bilingual dictionary. Besides the interwiki link system, Erdmann et al. (2009) enhance their bilingual dictionary by using redirection page titles and anchor text within Wikipedia. To cast the problem of ambiguous Wikipedia titles, Niehues and Waibel (2011) and use the information of Wikipedia categories and the text of the articles to provide the SMT system domain-specific bilingual knowledge.
Due to the recency of NMT, terminology translation with neural models is still less examined. This can be explained due to the issue that neural model are incapable of translating rare words, like domain-specific expressions, because they have a fixed size of vocabulary. Nevertheless, without the help of subword segmentation, Luong et al. (2014) utilized the out-of-vocabulary issue by a post-processing step that replaced every unknown word with the usage of a dictionary. Differently to the post-processing step, Chatterjee et al. (2017) propose a mechanism that guides an existing NMT decoder with the ability to prioritize and adequately handle translation candidates provided by the external resource. In the case of domain adaptation, most work focuses on fine tuning, where an out-of-domain model is further trained on in-domain data (Sennrich et al., 2016; Luong and Manning, 2015; Servan et al., 2016) . In addition to the fine-tuning method, Chu et al. (2017) tune the neural model with in-and out-domain data, whereby they use tags to annotate the domains within the used corpora. Differently to these approaches, which focused on document translation, our research focuses entirely on the translation of short and domainspecific expression, without any contextual information guiding the adaptation or translation approach.
Methodology
We use the approaches to SMT and NMT for translating the domain-specific expressions, whereby we specifically focus on the performance of NMT and how it handles the translation of expressions infrequently found in the parallel training data. Therefore we explore how translation quality may benefit from the usage of subword segmentation, which helps to overcome the issue of the vocabulary limitation. We furthermore perform domain adaptation with domainspecific expressions and experiment with different approaches and methods on injecting external knowledge into the translation process. These methods are detailed in the following subsections.
Byte Pair Encoding
A common problem in machine translation in general are rare and unknown words, e.g. terminological expressions, which the system has rarely or never seen. Therefore, if the training method does not see a specific word or phrase multiple times during training, it will not learn the correct translation. This challenge is even more evident in NMT due to the complexity associated with neural networks. Therefore the vocabulary is often limited only to 50,000 or 100,000 words (in comparison to 200,000 or more words in a two million corpus). To overcome this limitation, different methods were suggested, i.e. character based NMT (Costa-Jussà and Fonollosa, 2016; Ling et al., 2015) or using subword units, e.g. Byte Pair Encoding (BPE). The latter one was successfully adapted for word segmentation specifically for the NMT scenario Sennrich et al. (2015) . BPE (Gage, 1994 ) is a form of data compression that iteratively replaces the most frequent pair of bytes in a sequence with a single, unused byte. Instead of merging frequent pairs of bytes as shown in the original algorithm, characters or character sequences are merged for the purposes of NMT. To achieve this, the symbol vocabulary is initialized with the character vocabulary, and each word is represented as a sequence of characters-plus a special end-of-word symbol, which allows to restore the original tokenization after the translation step. This process is repeated as many times as new symbols are created.
Domain Adaptation
Furthermore we experimented, how the translation models, either SMT and NMT, can be adapted to the targeted domain and the text style of the targeted knowledge resources. To adapt the loglinear weights of the SMT system to the resource type and domain, we rerun MERT (Och, 2003) using the development set of the available resources. To evaluate, if pre-tuned weights have any influence on domain adaptation, we applied two strategies: first we start the re-tuning approach from the already adapted weights of the different models, based on the generic development set (generic→dom.-specific in Table 3 ). The second strategy starts adapting the weights from the unadapted, uniformed weights (dom.-specific). We additionally perform weight adaptation across different domains, to see if the text type can improve the translation quality regardless the domain.
For the domain adaptation within NMT, we used the models trained on the generic data (or generic and Wikipedia resource) and retrained the weights in the neural network again only on the small development set of each domain.
Integration of Terminological Knowledge into Machine Translation
Due to the fact that domain-specific bilingual information is missing and cannot be learned from the parallel sentences, some of the terminological expressions may not be automatically translatable with an SMT or NMT system. Therefore we use the information obtained from Wikipedia or in-domain data of the ontology 1 to improve the translation of expressions, which are not known to the translation systems.
XML Markup within SMT With the help of the XML markup approach, external knowledge can be directly passed to the decoder by specifying the translation of a specific span of the source sentence. In the case of multiple translations of the same source span, a score can be used to indicate the level of association between the source and target phrases. In the case of using Wikipedia titles as external knowledge, we perform two experiments. In the first experiment, we set all probabilities of the translation candidates to 1.0. In the second experiment, we calculate the cosine similarity between the vocabulary of the ontology and the Wikipedia abstracts associated with the titles, which form our translation candidates. As example for the targeted medical domain, we obtain a higher cosine similarity for the preferred candidate vessel-Gefäß 2 than vessel-Schiff 3 translation candidate in the technical domain. Furthermore, we compared three different XML settings, i.e., exclusive, inclusive and constraint. In the exclusive setting, only the proposed translations are used for the input phrase. Translation candidates stored in the phrase table and overlapping with that span are ignored. Differently, the proposed translations compete with the translation candidates in the phrase table, if the inclusive setting is selected. In the constraint setting, the proposed translations compete with phrase table choices that contain the specified translation.
Providing External Knowledge to NMT The OpenNMT allows to provide external knowledge for replacement of unknown words in the neural models. 4 Instead of inserting the <unk> token for unknown word, it will lookup in the external knowledge for a possible translation. In addition to provide external knowledge, OpenNMT enables to substitute unknown words with source words that have the highest attention weight. 5 We use both options to evaluate the performance of the translation quality.
Experimental Setting
In this section, we give an overview on the datasets and the translation tools used in our experiment. Furthermore, we describe the existing approaches and give insights into the SMT and NMT evaluation techniques, considering the translation direction from English to German.
Training Datasets
For a broader domain coverage of the generic training dataset necessary for the SMT system, we merged parts of JRCAcquis 3.0 (Steinberger et al., 2006) , Europarl v7 (Koehn, 2005) and OpenSubtitles2013 (Tiedemann, 2012) , obtaining a training corpus of almost two million sentences, containing around 38M running words (Table 1) . 6 Due to the challenging task on terminology translation, we perform an additional experiment where we combine the generic corpus of two million sentences with Wikipedia entries (∼876k), which have an interlingua link between the En-2 an object used as a container 3 a craft designed for water transportation 4 OpenNMT option -phrase table 5 OpenNMT option -replace unk 6 For reproducibility and future evaluation we take the first one-third part of each corpus. glish and German language in the Wikipedia repository.
Evaluation Dataset
For our evaluation tasks we apply SMT and NMT translation models on different text types and domains. For a general overview and comparison of the SMT and NMT performance, we use the WMT15 7 English-German evaluation set. For the main task on domain-specific expression translation, we evaluate the translation quality based on the ICD ontology labels in the medical domain, as well as IFRS ontology labels in the financial domain. In addition to that, we perform translations on Wikipedia titles, which covers generic as well as domain-specific expressions.
ICD ontology For our experiments we used the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) ontology as the gold standard, 8 with the labels alignend between the English and German language. The ICD ontology, translated into 43 languages, is used to monitor diseases and to report the general health situation of the population in a country. This stored information also provides an overview of the national mortality rate and appearance of diseases of countries inside the WHO.
IFRS ontology
The IFRS ontology (International Accounting Standards Board, 2007) is used for providing electronic financial reports for auditing. The terms contained within this taxonomy are frequently long (on average 11 tokens) and are entirely noun phrases.
Wikipedia Titles Wikipedia 9 is a multilingual, freely available encyclopaedia that was built by a collaborative effort of voluntary contributors. All combined Wikipedias hold approximately 40 million articles or more than 27 billion words in more than 293 languages, making it the largest collection of freely available knowledge. 10 In our work we use the DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) repository, 11 since it provides a structured and preprocessed Wikipedia abstracts. The DBpedia project aims to extract structured content from the knowledge added to the Wikipedia repository. DBpedia allows users to semantically query relationships and properties of Wikipedia resources, including links to other related datasets. 
Machine Translation tools
Moses For our SMT translation task, we use the statistical translation toolkit Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) , where the word alignments were built with the GIZA++ toolkit (Och and Ney, 2003) . The KenLM toolkit (Heafield, 2011) was used to build the 5-gram language model.
OpenNMT OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017 ) is a generic deep learning framework mainly specialized in sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models covering a variety of tasks such as machine translation, summarisation, image to text, and speech recognition. We used the default OpenNMT parameters, i.e. 2 layers, 500 hidden LSTM units, input feeding enabled, batch size of 64, 0.3 dropout probability and a dynamic learning rate decay.
Evaluation Metrics
The automatic translation evaluation is based on the correspondence between the SMT output and reference translation (gold standard).
For the automatic evaluation we used the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , ME-TEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) and chrF (Popović, 2015) metrics. BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) is calculated for individual translated segments (n-grams) by comparing them with a data set of reference translations. Those scores, between 0 and 100 (perfect translation), are then averaged over the whole evaluation data set to reach an estimate of the translation's overall quality. METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering) is based on the harmonic mean of precision and recall, whereby recall is weighted higher than precision. Along with exact word (or phrase) matching it has additional features, i.e. stemming, paraphrasing and synonymy matching. In contrast to BLEU, the metric produces good correlation with human judgement at the sentence or segment level. chrF3 is a character n-gram metric, which has shown very good correlations with human judgements on the WMT2015 shared metric task (Stanojević et al., 2015) , especially when translating from English into morphologically rich(er) languages.
Evaluation
In this section, we report a general quality comparison between SMT and NMT based on the WMT15 dataset. Furthermore we evaluate the translation quality of ontology labels and Wikipedia titles with the SMT and NMT methods. Additionally, we perform experiments with domain adaptation with in-and out-domain knowledge. The final experiment supports the translation system with in-domain lexical knowledge and knowledge identified in the Wikipedia repository.
WMT15 Dataset Evaluation
We translate the WMT15 evaluation set to evaluate the generic performance of the trained SMT and NMT models, considering the translation generation from English to German. We trained the translation models for SMT and NMT from the generic corpus, as well as from the combination of the generic corpus and Wikipedia entries. For NMT, we limit the vocabulary to 50,000 and 100,000 words, respectively. Additionally, we applying subword segmentation (BPE) and limit the vocabulary to 32,000 (BPE32k) and 90,000 (BPE32k) units.
As seen in the Figure 1 , adding domain-specific knowledge (Wikipedia titles) to the generic system does not automatically improve the translation quality of the WMT15 dataset in terms of BLEU. This is specifically evident for SMT, where the BLEU score drops from 16.02 (generic data) to 14.16 (generic+Wikipedia data).
Translating the WMT15 evaluation set with NMT, best performance (21.62) is shown by the generic model, where the vocabulary is limited to 100,000 words. Similarly to SMT, when adding Wikipedia knowledge to the generic dataset, the BLEU score drops to 19.66 for the same neural architecture (NMT-generic+Wiki (100k)). On the other side, due to the limited vocabulary of 50,000 words (NMT-generic+Wiki (50k) in Figure 1 ), the additional Wikipedia knowledge slightly improves the translation quality of the WMT15 dataset, compared to the model with generic data only (18.84 vs 18.52).
The subword neural models (BPE32k/BPE90k) do not outperform any of the approaches mentioned before and similar performance of about 11 BLEU points is observed for all neural models.
Translation of Domain-Specific Expression Evaluation
In this evaluation section we focus on the domainspecific vocabulary stored in the ICD and IFRS ontology as well as the Wikipedia titles. Different to the WMT15 evaluation, the entries in these datasets appear infrequent in the training data and are translated in isolation, i.e. without any contextual information, which may help in the disambiguation approach of ambiguous expressions. Similarly to the WMT15 evaluation experiment, adding Wikipedia knowledge to the generic corpus, does not always improve the translation quality when translating the ontology labels (Table 2) . Focusing on the SMT method, the performance in terms of BLEU improves for the ICD ontology labels (6.39 to 7.40), whereby the performance of the IFRS ontology labels drops (10.51 vs 9.03). Due to the vocabulary similarity of the merged generic and Wikipedia dataset, we see a significant improvement on translating the Wikipedia evaluation set.
Applying the neural translation models, we see that the model limited to 100,000 words always outperforms the 50,000 one, whereby the additional Wikipedia knowledge causes a constant drop of the translation performance when translating the domain-specific expressions (except translating the Wikipedia evaluation set). Comparing the best NMT performance with SMT, the former generates better translations for IFRS labels when only generic data is used, and for the Wikipedia entries, when the generic and Wikipedia datasets are merged.
Segmenting the domain-specific expressions into subwords does not improve the translation quality in general. Only for the ICD evaluation set it outperforms the 100,000 vocabulary neural model (4.28 vs 3.20), but does not outperform the SMT generated translations for the same evaluation set.
Domain Adaptation with Domain-Specific Expressions
Performing the experiment on domain adaptation we use the development sets of the resources mentioned before, which adapts the weights of the loglinear models in SMT or the weights in the neural network architecture. As seen in in Table 3 , using the development set of the same domain, the translation quality improves over the SMT system, trained and tuned on generic data. As an example, the BLEU score of translations of the ICD labels increases from 6.39 to 8.02, if the weights are adapted to the targeted domain. Similarly, significant improvements are observed for the IFRS and Wikipedia evaluation dataset. When using the models with generic sentences and Wikipedia knowledge, the translation quality improves significantly for the ICD (9.11 vs 7.40) and IFRS ontology labels (14.24 vs. 9.25) . On the other side, the experiment shows minor improvements for the Wikipedia evaluation set (37.98 vs. 37.81) .
A comparison between domain adaptation with pre-adapted weights and adapted weights on terminological resources only did not show any significant changes for the ICD and Wikipedia dataset. Differently, the translation performance of the IFRS ontology labels drops, if the weight adaptation was done only with the in-domain development set. Additionally we observed that MERT converged much faster in the setting, if weights were previously adapted on the generic development set. In comparison to the domain adaptation of the SMT method, domain adaptation with NMT methods demonstrates a significant improvement for the domain-specific ontologies, ICD and IFRS. The BLEU score improves from 9.11 (obtained from the SMT adapted model) to 25.71 for the ICD ontology labels, and from 14.24 to 58.85 for the IFRS ontology. On the other hand, the BLEU score for the Wikipedia evaluation set decreases from 37.98 to 26.27. In addition to that, we observed that using the neural network trained from generic and Wikipedia resource harms the translation quality compared to the generic models.
External Knowledge Injection into Machine Translation
As the last experiment, we compare the performance on injecting external knowledge to the SMT and NMT systems. To simulate a common scenario, we only use the generic models and inject in-domain and the Wikipedia knowledge as en external resource into the translation process. As mentioned in Section 3.3, in the first XML markup setting we give all translation candidates the probability of 1.0. In the second setting, we adapt the probability depending on the similarity between the domain modelled by the ontology and the Wikipedia abstracts associated with the Wikipedia titles. We learned from Table 4 that the adapted probability (Wiki vocab. / adapted prob.) shows minor improvement over the nonadapted probabilities. Nevertheless, adding external knowledge to the SMT system it does not outperform the generic system, which shows that adding all Wikipedia entries as an external resource does not help in translation performance. Similar observation was shown in Srivastava et al. (2017) , where the authors also used Wikipedia entries with similar outcome. In detail, the performance drops from 6.39 to 5.03 for the ICD ontology labels, with similar results for the IFRS ontology (10.54 vs 10.51). Focusing on the Wikipedia evaluation dataset, the similar vocabulary helps to outperform the generic model without the external knowledge (42.84 vs 12.49). 12 Additionally, we used the development set of each ontology as an external resource and injected the in-domain translation candidates into the translation process. Compared to the usage of Wikipedia as the external resource, we observe an increase of 3 BLEU points for the ICD dataset, and almost 20 for the IFRS dataset.
Focusing on Wikipedia knowledge injection into a generic neural translation model, the unigram replacement method (unigram rep. in Table 4) shows best performance for the ICD and Wikipedia evaluation set, whereby the lexical 12 We did not perform any ICD or IFRS domain vocabulary injection for the Wikipedia evaluation set, due to small sizes of the ICD, IFRS resources. alignment (lex. alignment), where the provided word is chosen based on the closest source word embedding vector, shows best results for the IFRS ontology labels.
With the usage of in-domain knowledge as an external resource, the translation quality of the ontology labels improves over the Wikipedia injected knowledge, with almost identical performance between unigram replacement and lexical alignment. Compared to the SMT performance on injecting of an external resource, we gain translation improvement for the ICD ontology labes (10.41 vs. 8.05), but observe a significant drop in terms of BLEU for the IFRS ontology labels (14.66 vs. 29.69).
Conclusion
We presented in this work a performance comparison between SMT and NMT on translating highly domain-specific expressions, i.e. terminological expressions, stored in the ICD ontology, in the medical, and IFRS in the financial domain. Furthermore, we perform experiments on translating Wikipedia titles, which can be domain-specific as well as generic expressions. We show that the Wikipedia resource can be beneficial in the translation approach, but due to the lexical ambiguity of the Wikipedia titles, the translation candidates should be ranked accordingly to the targeted domain. We show that domain adaptation with terminological expressions improves significantly the translation quality, which is specifically evident if an existing generic neural network is retrained with vocabulary of the targeted domain. Our future work focuses further on terminology injection into NMT systems and the subword segmentation of terminological expressions to improve the translation of domain-specific translation stored in resources, like ontologies or knowledge graphs.
